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ON THE SZEGO KERNEL OF AN ANNULUS

SCOTT MCCULLOUGH AND LI-CHIEN SHEN

(Communicated by Albert Baernstein II)

Abstract. In this paper we introduce a class of reproducing kernels of an an-

nulus. Using the properties of the theta functions, we obtain a set of functional

equations involving these kernels. We discuss some extremal problems associ-

ated with the functional equations.

1. Introduction

Let D be a domain on the complex plane bounded by « analytic curves.

The Szegö kernel K(z, Q of the domain D has the reproducing property

j K(z,Qf(z)ds = f(0,        C£D,

for any function f analytic on D such that

\f(z)\2ds <oo,L>c

where C is the boundary of D and ds the arc length measure. K(z, Q is also

associated with the following extremal problem: Let B = {/ : f is analytic in

D and |/(z)| < 1 for all z £ D} , and let f £ D. Then

sup|/'(C)| = 2nK(C, C)
f€B

(see [8, p. 387] for the details of the proof).
The Szegö kernels of the unit disk and the annulus Aq = {z : #<|z|<l}

are particularly easy to compute. They are, respectively,

*(Z'W) = ¿(T=W     (H'|Z|<1)

and

£r  , s !        V2* (Z®)" 11,1 ,
Kq(z,w) = —  £   x\   >,        i<|z|,M<l

n=—oo

(see [7, p. 391]). We observe that K(z, w) satisfies the following simple alge-

braic identity:

(1)     K(z,X)K(w, w) - K(z, w)K(w, X) = K(w , w)tpw(X)K(z, X)tpw(z),
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where tpw(z) = jEJIk is a Möbius transformation. This identity arises naturally

from the consideration of the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem in the

function theory on the unit disk. The main purpose of this note is to generalize

the identity (1) for Kq(z, w). Since the immediate generalization of (1) for

Kq does not exist, we are lead to the consideration of a wider class of kernels

A=-oo

This collection of kernels arises naturally in the Navanlinna-Pick interpolation

problem on the annulus [ 1 ] and corresponds to the family of multiplicity one

(irreducible in this case) bundle shifts over A„ ([2]; see also [10]). For another

"realization" of these kernels and a representation in terms of theta functions

see [4]. Clearly, for t # 0 and |^| < 1, this series converges for any complex

numbers z, w such that |c7|<|z|,|w|<l, and Kg is exactly the Szegö kernel

Kg . It is interesting to note that when / > 0 and 0 < q < 1, K'q arises naturally

in the following manner. Let dp be a measure defined on the boundary dkq

of kg as:
( ds     if|z| = l,

dß = \^ds   ,f\z\ = q,

where ds is the arc length measure. It is easy to verify that the functions

tf>H(z) = -=£==,        « = 0,±1,±2,...,
^2n(l+tq2n)

are orthonormal with respect to the measure dp. Imitating the construction of

the Szegö kernel (see [8, p. 389]), we obtain

£ Mz)Mw) = ± £  A^L.=k>(z,w).
n= —oo n = — oo ^

So K'q is obtained by changing the measure of the inner boundary of Aq from

the usual arc length measure ds = qdd to f¡ds; we can therefore regard Kq as

weighted Szegö kernels.
Since the theta functions will be used throughout this paper, we assume the

reader is reasonably familiar with the basic properties of the theta functions.

We begin by recalling
CO

ö,(z) = dx(z, q) = 2qx'4 sin z[](l - q2")(l - q2ne2lz)(l - q2"e~2,z),

n=\

where q is a complex number such that 0 < |g| < 1 . It is customary to write

q = enn with Im r > 0. We also introduce

6x(x) = -i fv^- -J=) <71/4fl(l - «'"H1 - Q2nx)(l-q2nx-x).
V VX/ n=l

Clearly, we have <5,(z) = 9x(e2iz).

To state our main result in full generality, we need to discuss Kq in greater

detail. To this end, we need to consider the Jordan-Kronecker function
CO

(3) f(a,t)=   ¿2   TZ-
l-tq In ■
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It is well known that by setting a = e2lx and t = e2,y

li\ fir,    t\       l«    ftfr+jO i*'     6^at)
(4) /(Q'Î) = 2Ô'^c)r5^ = 20'rMaWO'

where û[ = û[(0). We note that the series representation for f(a, t) is valid

only for q < \a\ < 1 ; but, since f(a, t) can also be represented in terms of

i3, which is entire, it therefore can be analytically continued to the punctured

complex plane 0 < |a|, |r| < oo and the poles of f(a, t) are located exactly at

the zeros of 6X. Clearly, by comparing (2) and (3), we see that

(5) 2nk'q(z,X) = f(zX,-t).

And from the above remark we will allow the variables t, X, and z in K'q to

be any nonzero complex numbers.

We now state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1.
K'Jz, X)K'(w , w) - K'Jz, w)Kl{w, X)

= K'q(w,w)tpw(X, q)Ksq(z, X)tpw(z, q),

where s = t\w\2 and
.    ,    w ex(w/z)

tpw(z, q) = 7—¡  a , _  . ■
\w\   6x(wz)

That the left-hand side of Theorem 1 must yield an expression involving

Kg for some s can be anticipated from [2], after it has been verified that

the minimal normal extension of the subnormal operator multiplication by z

on H2(dpt)—the subspace of the Hardy space H2(dpt) consisting of those

functions which vanish at w—has its spectrum in the boundary of the domain

D.
It is worthwhile to point out some important properties of tpw(z, q). We

first note that, from the definition of 0,, it follows easily that

(6) limtpw(z, q) = ^-z.

So, as q —> 0, q>w(z, q) reduces to a Möbius transformation. More interest-

ingly, tpw(z, q) is the conformai map which maps the annulus kq one-to-one

and onto the unit circle with a circular slit in it (see [8, p. 352] for the ex-

tremal property associated with it). From this perspective, tpw(z, q) can be

regarded as a natural analogue of the Möbius transform for the annulus kq .

Furthermore, since <pw(w , q) = 0 and

\(pw(z,q)\ = < ,   .    ., . .
t |io|    if \z\ = q,

the Green's function g(z, w) for the annulus kq can be constructed from

tpw(z, q) as:

(7) g(z,w) = -^-ln\z\-ln\tpw(z,q)\.

To see that Theorem 1 generalizes the identity (1), we observe that

^0(z,A) = lim^(z,A)=(T-LI + Tl7-l),
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and together with (6) we obtain

(8) KlQ(z, X)Kl0(w, w) -Kl0(z, w)Kt{j(w,X) = KtQ(w,w)tpw(X)Ks0(z,X)tpw(z).

Now (1) follows immediately from (8) by letting t —» 0.
It is interesting to observe that Theorem 1 enables us to solve the following

extremal problem:

Let w , X£ kg ,

( \dz\      if \z\ = 1,

dPt = \   t., .    ... .
-\dz\    if \z\ = q,

and let &' = {f' : f is analytic in kq such that f(w) = 0 and f(X) = 1} .

If fo(z) = Ksq(z, X)tpw(z, q)/ksq(X,X)tpw(X, q), where s = t\w\2 , then

inf. /    |/(z)|2 dp, = * = /   |/o(2)|2 <to •
f&JdA, \tpw(X,q)\2 Ksq(X,X)     J9A.q

The proof goes as follows: From Theorem 1 and the Schwarz inequality,

l=f(X)= Í   Kq(z,X)f(z)dpt
Jd\„

= i    (kJzTT) - S^r Wz~ñ) m dpt
Jdkq \ Kq(w,w) J

= <Pw(¿,d)       ks(z,X) <pw(z,q) f(z)dp,
Jas.q

<\tpw(X,q)\( [    \kq(z,X)\2\tpw(z,q)\2dpt)       (f    \f(z)\2 dp]     .
\-/9A, / \JdAq J

Since |^u,(z, q)\2 dp, = dps, we have

/    \Ksq(z,X)\2\tpw(z,q)\2dpt= [    ks(z,X)ksq(z,X)dps = ksq(X,X).
JdXq Jdkq

Therefore, we conclude

L\f{z)\2 dpt >
9Kq \tpw(X,q)\2ksq(X,Xy

and it is easy to see that the equality holds when f(z) = f0(z).

In the following section, we will first prove a key identity involving the

products of four theta functions and from which Theorem 1 and three additional

corollaries are derived. In §3 the conjugate kernel Lq of K'q is introduced via

the measure dp and we will use one of the above corollaries to establish an

identity connecting the Green's function with the product KqL'g . Further, we

show F = Kq/Lq solves the extremal problem: Given Ce A, and |£| < a <

\C\/q, let a = q/t and Ba = {/ analytic in kq Lidkq and f(Q = 0 with
¡/I < 1 for \z\ = 1 and |/| < a for \z\ = q}. Then

sup 1/(01 = k'g(C,0 = nO-
f£B„
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Our main results have analogs for fairly general domains of genus g. How-

ever, in the case of the annulus certain theta function identities are stronger

than that obtained in general. For example, we obtain a version of (10) valid

only in the Schottky double of D rather than a version of the stronger Lemma

1. Moreover, in the case of the annulus, the results and their proofs are much

more concrete and may appeal to a wider audience. Consequently, we leave to a

subsequent paper the case of genus g, as well as the connections to Nevanlinna-
Pick interpolation and dilation theory.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

In view of (4), it suffices to show that

f(zl, t)f(ww ,t)-f(zw, t)f(wX, t)

= f(ww, t)tpw(X, q)f(zX,s)tpw(z, q).

We now let z = e2lu, X = e2lv , w = e2,a , and t = e2iy. Using (4), we can

rewrite (9) in terms of r>,. It is straightforward (although somewhat tedious)

to see that after multiplying both sides through by the common denominator,

the identity (9) is equivalent to the following combination of the theta products:

i?,(u - v)ûx(a - a)ûx(u-a + y)ûx(a-v+y)

(10) - <3,(w - a)ûx(a - v)t)x(u - v + y)ûx(a -a + y)

= -&x(y)ûx(u - a)ûx(v - a)ûx(u -V + a-â + y).

We now prove the above identity by establishing the following slightly more
general identity.

Lemma 1.

ûx(u - b)ûx(a - s)ûx(u - s + y)ûx(a - b + y)

-ûx(u- s)ûx(a - b)ûx(u - b + y)ûx(a - s + y)

= ûx(y)ûx(u - a)ûx(b - s)ûx(u -b + a-s + y).

We note that the identity ( 10) is obtained from Lemma 1 by selecting b = v
and s = a.

Proof. Let F(u, a, b, s) be the ratio of the quantities on both sides of the

above identity with the numerator being the difference of the four theta products

and the denominator the product of the four theta functions. We will show that

F = 1. To this end, we first fix a, b, and j and consider F as a function of

u. We first prove that F is entire. Since F is doubly periodic, it suffices to
show that F is analytic at u = a and u = b-a + s-y, which are the locations

of the possible poles of F . We observe that at u = a and u = b-a + s-y the

numerator of F is equal to zero, and since the poles of F are all of multiplicity

one, F is analytic at u = a and u = b-a + s-y . Therefore, F is analtyic in
the entire complex plane. From the fact that a doubly periodic entire function
is constant, we conclude that F is independent of u. Repeating the same

arguments for the variables a, b, and s, we conclude that F is independent

of u, a, b, and s ; therefore it is a constant. Now let a = s. We see that this
constant is 1. This completes the proof.

The authors are grateful to one of the referees for pointing out that this
identity is exactly the identity (45) listed in [6, p. 34] when the genus of the

Riemann surface is 1.
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We now mention an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.

Corollary 1.

Ö, (x)dx (z)My) Mx + y + z) +13, (y)dx (x+y + z)$4(x)$4(z)

= û4ûx(x + y)ûx(y + z)û4(x + z),    where tf4 = MO)-

Proof. Choosing y = ^ in Lemma 1 and using the fact that

ûi(z+™) = iq-l'4e-i*Mz),

we obtain

ûi(u - b)ûx(a - s)û4(u - s)û4(a -b) + ßx(s- u)ûx(a - b)û4(u - b)û4(a - s)

= û4ûx (u - a)ûx (b - s)û4(u -b + a-s).

The conclusion now follows by letting x = u- b, y = s - u, and z = a-s.

The following corollary will be used to derive an identity linking the kernel

Kq and the Green's function of kq .

Corollary 2.

*i^J.«î^J.flî^     *U_-*_* Mx + y)Ûx(y + z)ûx(x + z)
T^x) + W^) + T^z)~W^X + y + z)-Û'vûi(x)ûl(y)ûl(y)ûl(x+y + zY

Proof. First we appeal to an identity in [11, p. 490]

¥4{y) + ¥4{z) - ¥4{y + z)- Û2Ûiû4(y)Mz)My + zY

We replace y and z, respectively, by y + ^  and z + Ç •   Using the

identities
û4(z+™) = iq-x'4e-'zûx(z)

and
i54(z + 7tT) = -í?-1í'-2''zi54(z),

we obtain

m1 ö| ô[ *k(v.rt    a a û*(y)Û4(z)û4(y + z)
(11) ¥x{y) + ¥x{z)-¥4{y + z) = Û2ÛiMy)Mz)My + zY

In (11), replacing y by x + y + z and z by -x and using the fact that r>, is

an odd function, we have

(12) ^ + y + z)-Wi(x)-¥4(y + z) = -û2û3Mx + y + z)Mx)My + z).

Subtracting (11) from (12), the desired conclusion follows immediately from

Corollary 1.
It is worthwhile to point out that, from Corollary 2, we can easily deduce

f(a, t)f(ß , t) = t^f(aß , r) - (a^-(a) + ß^(ß)) f{<*ß, t).

To see this, we let a = e2iz,   ß = e2ix, and t = e2i*.  Recall that 0, (a) =

6x(e2iz) = ûx(z). Then

aÍ{a) = -2Íx{z)
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and
tdf(    t\       * df
rä7(a'/) = -2ä?-

In (4), replacing a by aß and differentiating with respect to y, we obtain

^/m , o—(2j *i a^+wJ) (#*+y+*> - s}wj •
This and Corollary 2 yield

tj^Aaß, t) - (a^-(a) + ß^-(ß)^ f(aß, t)

i\2 Q, dx(x+y + z)  \6\, .    di. ,    di. ,    di.
¿¡-M + ^-(y) + ^-(z) - J-(x + y + z)

\2)  dlMx + z)ûx(y)

= f(a,t)f(ß,t).

Now replacing t by -í and choosing a = zÂ and /? = w;Ç, we see that the

product of weighted Szegö kernels satisfies the following differential equation.

Corollary 3.

2nK'q(z, X)K'q(w , 0

= tyk'q(zw , XQ - ^X^-(zX) + u;f |j-(u;0) K<(zw, AC).

3. A RELATION BETWEEN Kq  AND THE GREEN'S FUNCTION

Let g(z, C) be the Green's function of the domain D bounded by « an-
alytic curves, and let h(z, Q be a harmonic conjugate of g(z, Q. Here we

must bear in mind that h(z, Q is not a single-valued function of D. We let

p(z, Q = g(z,Q + ih(z,Q.

Since h(z, Q is not single-valued, p(z, Q is a multiple-valued analytic func-

tion on D. One of the most important properties of p(z, Ç) is that when

z £dD (the boundary of D),

(13) jp'(z,C)dz = ^(z,t)ds;

that is, when z 6 dD, \p'(z, Qdz is precisely the Poisson kernel for the

domain D (see p. 305 of [8]). Let L(z, Q be the conjugate kernel of K(z, Ç).

We mention the following interesting relation between K, L, and p'(z, Q :

(14) 2*K{Z¡¿ílLn'C) = -p'iz' 0 + EMW
M4, 4) k=[

(see [8, p. 391]).
We will confine ourselves to the domain kq , 0 < q < 1. In this case the

summation in (14) has just one term, and moreover,

w'(z) = -¡—.
zlnq
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So (14) becomes

lnkq(z,QLq(z,Q= ßl_
Kq(C,0 toq z

for some constant ß .
We now extend the identity (15) to the weighted Szegö kernel. To this end,

we define (see [8, p. 390])

ft,     r, 1 1   Í    ^q(C,w)L'(z,n = ——-— + =- /     —--dp.
?v   '^     2n(z-Q     2nJaííq    w-z

When t is real, it is easy to see that

(16) z¿¿(z,C) = *¿(pí)=*¿(p4J

We state the following generalization of (15).

Theorem 2. Let t be real and 0 < q < 1. Then

2nKq(z,OL<(z,0= Q+l>(l   A I
kq(C,Q PV*U + ttP U'V*

Proof. We first express p'(z, C) in terms of the theta functions. From (7) we

see that

(17)

or

Inq   z     tpc(z,q)

tm +
\lnq íí(§M«>)f

„     KN     In ICI       1   #î, x      1   *î,
(18) zp>(z,Q = 1^ + -f¿v-u) + T.1j.(u-V),

where z = e2'" and C = £2'" • Here we use the fact that û\(u) = 2iz6[(z). In

(18) we now choose z = X = ^(«-rl  (r = e2'^). Then

1   ,( 1    A     lnICI      1   ö' ,      Id',.,
(19) î?PU'V=lnT+27dt(î,-O+,;)-27dt0')-
Hence, from (18), (19), and Corollary 2, we have

-w(*.t)+¿f(¿.f)

(20) = 2 (^ - u) + £(« - V) + ¿(y) - ¿±(v - V + y))

.$[  ûx(v - v)ûx(v - u + y)ûx(u - v + y)

~'Y ûx(v - u)ûx(u - v)ûx(y)ûx(v -v+yY

On the other hand, from (5) and (16), we have

2nzkq'(z, C)L-'(z, C) _ zf(zl, t)f(\,t)

(21)
*a-'(C,C) MLt)

_ i y &i(u-v+ y)ûx (v - u + y)ûx (v - v)

~ 2  x ûx(y)ûx(u - v)ûx(v - u)ûx(v - v + y)'
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Now, replacing -t by t, the desired conclusion follows immediately from (20),
(21), and the observation that

Hh-y-rA-^)tC

Theorem 3. Let t be real and 0 < q < 1. Then, for z £dkq,

(22) Kq(z,Odp = Uq(z,Qdz.

Proof. We first recall that

(*)~

z
(23) ,,(_j = __«,(,,.

We now verify the identity (22) for \z\ = q. Then 1/z = z/q2 and dz/z =
-ids/q . The minus sign is attributable to the fact that the orientation of the
line integral in the inner boundary is clockwise. Then from (16) and (23), we
have

— Viz C)dz--f(^    t\dz -   *#.   frH,'/*)    ds
.   Lq(z,Qdz-  .)yz,    t)   z   -    2*i0l{_t)m/z)   q

i dx(-ztt/q2) ds

2Uxex(-t)dx(Çz/q2) q

z'        dx(-Çzt)      t
= --2ûxex(-t)ex(k)qds = 2nK^'Qdfl-

The proof for |z| = 1 is similar; we therefore omit it here.

The identity (22) enables us to solve the following extremal problem: Given

C £ kq and ICI < a < ^ , let

Ba = {f : f is analytic in A, U dkq and f(Q = 0

such that |/(z)| < 1 if |z| = 1 and |/(z)| < a if \z\ = q}.

Then

sup |/(C)| = 2;r Klq(C, C),    where t = q/a.
feBa

To see this, let F(z) = Kq(z, Ç)/Llq(z, Q. We should remark here that the

reason, for a given Ç £ kq , that the value of a is restricted between |C| and

^ is to prevent the zeros of L'q(z, C) in kq , so F(z) can be analytic in kq .

From (22) we observe that

<24»        iF<z>'=r ss"i:[a   if \z\ = q;

moreover, for z £dkq ,

j¥(z) (Lq(z, 0) dz = -.Klq(z, QL'q(z, Qdz
(25)

= Kq(z,C)k'(z,Odp>0.
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We also note that Lq(z, C) has exactly one pole at z = C and

(26) Lq(z,0 = ±z-z-^ + g(z),

where g(z) is analtytic in kq and the power series expansion of g(z) at z = Ç

is
f a't_f\      i

(27) g(z) = co + cx(z-Q + --- ,    where c0 = j Ql,_() - jr-

Therefore, from (24)-(27) and the fact that /(C) = 0,

1/(01 = 1/(0 + 2c0/(C)| = |^ /    (Lq(z,Q)2f(z)di
I '  Jdkq v '

<2n\    \(Lq(z,0)2F(z)dz\
Jd\q I v ' I

= ^/    (L^(z,C))2F(z)i/z = F'(C)

_2n   f

i   id

ÔA„

kq(z,Qlg(z,0dz = 2nkq(Ç,Q.

We point out here that when t = q, en = 0 ; therefore, the requirement that

/(C) = 0 is not needed in this case. We also remark that since F(z) is the

ratio of theta functions, it is quasi-periodic, so the restriction on a can be
relaxed to ?2nJC| < a < \£\q2n~x for « = 0, ±1, ±2, ... . But, for tf2n+1|C| <

a < <72"|C|, L'q(z, C) has one zero in kq , so in this case the extremal value

2nkq(C, 0 is achieved by the function F(z) which is meromorphic in kq U
dkq.

We end this paper by remarking that in [6, pp. 130-133], by expressing
the Szegö kernel in terms of the theta functions on Riemann surfaces, Fay also

investigated this extremal problem for multiply connected domain. The Szegö

kernel he considered arises from the usual arc length measure on each of the

boundary components, whereas in this paper the family of Szegö kernels for an

annulus are constructed from the weighted arc length measure on the boundary.

It is interesting to note the effect of the weight on the location of the zeros of

the kernels. From the standpoint of this paper, it is natural to devote further

investigation to the kernels associated to the weighted arc length measure for

the multiply connected domains.
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